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The advice offered in this advertorial column is intended for informational purposes only. Use of this column is
not intended to replace or substitute any professional, financial, medical, legal, or other professional advice.

legalmatters
Q
A
Whathappens tomyhome if I separate frommyspouse?

Part ies (or the Court)
w i l l most f requent ly
sell the home and split
the proceeds equally.
However, if one spouse
owes the other a payment
to finalize their separation
it will often be paid out of
their share of the equity.
Selling the matrimonial
home allows spouses to
establishacleanbreakand
allows them to acquire
housing that is consistent
with their post-separation
financial reality.

Another approach is for one spouse to purchase
the interest of the other spouse and transfer title
into their sole name. Typically this occurs when
the children are livingwith one spouse in the home
and both spouses feel that the existing home will
provide continuity and comfort to children. In this
instance, the spouses negotiate a price and one
spouse purchases the interest of the other.

In rare cases, one spouse can receive exclusive
possession of the home,whichmeans one spouse is
entitled topossessanduse thehometo theexclusion
of the other. This is usually a short term solution. In
exceptional cases, a Court can grant a spouse long

term exclusive possession of a home. This occurs
when there are children living with that spouse,
the spouse is unable to afford reasonable alternate
accommodation, and it is unlikely the other spouse
willmakeconsistentsupportpayments in the future.

The most unusual option is for the Court to grant a
Vesting Order, which changes title of the property
from one spouse to the other. This occurs as a
last resort when one spouse has failed to fulfill
support obligations and there is a likelihood they
will continue to do so in the future, or if one spouse
owes theotheraproperty settlementand thepaying
spouse does not have other resources to satisfy that
payment.
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SPECIALIZING INFAMILYLAW
Jaskot Family Law offers exper ienced and
knowledgeable counsel with a well-established
reputat ion in l it igat ing complex Divorce,
Custody and Family law matters. Our legal team
provides litigation, negotiation and collaborative
law services and is regularly involved in mediation
andarbitrationmatters. JaskotFamilyLawregularly
undertakes family lawmatterswithin theHamilton,
Milton, Toronto andNiagara Court jurisdictions. www.jaskotfamilylaw.ca
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